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Introduction
The paper 6PH07 is the International Alternative to the Internal Assessment unit 6PH03 and
it assumed that candidates will be familiar with appropriate apparatus and experiments.
There were some excellent answers that showed that many candidates were familiar with
appropriate apparatus and experimental techniques. However, some responses seemed
to be based on questions from past papers, with little regard for the requirements of this
paper.
Candidates should have access to rulers, pencils and erasers, and be familiar with
conventions for drawing scientific diagrams and circuit symbols.
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Question 6
Few candidates referred to uncertainties as requested. It is important that candidates
address the question set. Some responses to this question were limited to a comparison
of the instruments and did not discuss the methods at all. Although these responses were
quite full, they offered little more than the precision of a micrometer – usually given as 0.01
mm. Some responses did go on to include a useful idea about the averaging available in
method B or perhaps the need to deal with a possible anomaly in method A.
In the few cases where the candidate did consider them, there was a good discussion of the
uncertainties associated with both techniques. This usually led to correct calculations of the
percentage uncertainty in each case.
This is a good answer which addresses uncertainties and justifies assertions.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has discussed the practical
alternatives clearly.
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Examiner Tip

Justify your assertions with
calculations if you can.

Like the previous example this answer uses calculations to support comments made.

Examiner Comments

This gains all four marks.

Examiner Tip

Make sure you comment on all parts of a
question.
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Question 7
Candidates were generally well-prepared for this question.
Most drew a satisfactory diagram of the apparatus, although a few omitted to show
any support for the spring. In some cases, candidates chose to draw the apparatus for
stretching a wire and subsequently limited their achievement in later sections through
inappropriate responses. Most suggested a set square or a balance as additional apparatus,
both of which were acceptable.
The independent and dependent variables were usually correctly identified. A few candidates
identified the variables correctly, but went on to assign dependence and independence
wrongly.
Experimental descriptions were generally good, but some candidates limited their response
to a simple discussion of the choice of measuring instrument related to its precision or
range. The better responses included an explanation of the way to calculate extension.
Fewer went on to include an explanation of how to record the force applied by a range of
masses.
The candidates dealt with the data handling confidently, describing an appropriate graph
and correctly relating its gradient to the spring constant. Weaker responses included
graphs with reversed axes and omitted to reverse the gradient to match. A few candidates
suggested separate calculations of spring constant from each pair of readings and were not
rewarded.
Well-prepared candidates correctly related the uncertainty to the measurement of extension
and included a sensible reason. Others gave vague responses without linking their ideas
properly, e.g. simply stating “parallax” or “the ruler”.
Many of the “safety precautions” offered were really designed to protect the equipment or
the laboratory rather than the experimenter. Responses should include a sensible way to
reduce personal danger.
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This is an example of a good answer.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained full marks
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Examiner Tip

Try to structure your answer carefully.

This is another good answer.
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Examiner Comments

A clear description of how to find extension is
given.

Examiner Tip

Use labelled diagrams in your answer
where you can.
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Question 8
Most candidates could complete the data in the table, but some gave the wrong number
of significant figures. The choice of unit caused much difficulty. Many omitted to invert
their chosen unit of length. Very few were able to provide the correct multiplier with their
inverted unit of length.
Most were able to explain how the gradient of the graph related to the constants. Some
arguments were incomplete since they did not identify the constancy of h, c, and e as the
cause of the linear relationship.
Graphs were generally drawn well. Axes were generally properly labelled with appropriate
units. Unit errors made in part (a) were not penalised again. The choice of a suitable scale
caused difficulty for some candidates as did drawing a line of best fit. Many lines were
driven through the extreme points of the data range; others seemed attracted to a false
zero given by the scale choice. Most candidates who chose sensible scales were able to plot
their points with acceptable accuracy.
Well-prepared candidates calculated the gradient properly and went on to give the value
for the Planck constant that is obtained from this data – which was not the accepted value.
Some used the data from the table rather than the graph, others used unacceptably small
triangles. The value obtained for the gradient was generally used properly. While most gave
an appropriate number of significant figures in their answer, a large proportion of candidates
omitted to include the unit
Many candidates were able to provide a sensible reason why their value was not the same
as the accepted value for the Planck constant.
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This candidate states clearly that h, c and e are constants.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained full marks.

Examiner Tip

Use large triangles when finding
gradients.
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This is another good answer.
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Examiner Comments

The line of best fit is correctly placed.

Examiner Tip

Full marks can be gained for concise answers
as in part (e).
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Paper Summary
Advice for candidates
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•

Be familiar with standard form and the use of SI units, including multiples and
submultiples.

•

Look at the number of marks for each question and make sure you make that number of
points in your answer.

•

Be concise, use bullet points and address the question asked.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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